Penguin Recruitment is a specialist recruitment company offering services to the Environmental Industry.

**Junior Acoustician – Reading - £22,000 pa**

Due to rapid growth and expansion, a well-established consultancy with projects spanning across the UK are looking for a Junior Acoustician to work near Reading. Requirements are; a minimum of a BSc in Acoustics or similar subject, some working experience in environmental consultancy, and a driving license. Covering mainly projects that cover the acoustics for environmental planning, you will be conducting surveys, project administration and supporting the senior staff. If successful you be on a competitive starting salary, and fast career progression into a consultancy level role.

**Principal Acoustic Consultant – Manchester - £40,000-£45,000 pa**

Experienced Acoustician in both technical and commercial duties is needed for an established UK acoustic consultancy. Natural leadership qualities are required along with to drive and desire to start up a new office and grow a new north west for the business.

**Assistant Acoustic Consultant – Bath - £22,000+ pa**

A leader in the acoustic design markets need an Assistant Noise Consultant to work form their base near bath. Extensive modelling experience is required along with a deep understanding of RIBA stages 1-7, architectural acoustic modelling, and design stages of projects.

**Principal Acoustic Specialist – London £45,000-£50,000 + Car/Car Allowance + Bonus + Benefits**

Leader in Environmental Assessment and Engineering Design are seeking a Principal Acoustic Specialist to be the project management lead and expand their Acoustics presence both nationally and internationally. Projects include HS2, Qatar 2018 stadiums and major performance halls.

**Acoustic Engineer – Bedfordshire - £25,000 + Benefits**

Fast expanding acoustics require a talented Engineer to join their new Bedfordshire based Team. You will require a degree in Acoustics from ideally Salford or Southampton University, and possess an up to date knowledge of British standards surrounding acoustics. Commercial consultancy experience is essential.

**Environmental Noise Specialist – Derby + £30,000+**

A instrumentation and environmental noise need an Environmental Noise Specialist to work form their base near Derby. Exciting project base is on offer including quarry blasting, demolition, and mineral extraction.

Interested in our current Acoustic job opportunities? Please do not hesitate contact Amir Gharaati on 01792 365 007 or email amir.gharaati@penguinrecruitment.co.uk

We have many more vacancies available on our website. Please refer to www.penguinrecruitment.co.uk. Penguin Recruitment is operating as a Recruitment Agency in respect to these positions.